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THEMATIC PHILATELY IN FINLAND
Since the late 1970´s, thematic philately has played an important part in Finnish philately. At those days the international
regulations and interpretations were gradually adopted in
Finland. Finnish Society for Thematic Philately (Aihefilatelistit, Motivfilatelisterna) had been founded already in 1954.
The society has today 131 members, many of which are advanced philatelists, active in their hobby and exhibiting. It is
widely recognized Finland to be the leading country of Northern Europe in thematic philately, due to both quantity and
quality of Finnish exhibits.
Despite that our Society is relatively small in size, the members have reached good results. Two FIP large golds have
been awarded to Finnish exhibitors within the ten last years:
Ossi Virtanen for The Olympic Movement 1894-1955 (in
Olymphilex 1996) and Eero Hellsten for Photography – history, technics and uses (in IBRA 1999). Additionally, at the moment we have four exhibits in international gold medail level,
and about ten in level of national gold.
Our national exhibitions are held annually, as well as NORDIA
exhibitions of the Nordic Counties – in turns of the five Nordic Countries. NORDIA exhibitions are judged according to
FIP medail levels, and thus can be ranked as “international”.
Besides these, several national exhibitions devoted merely to
thematic philately have been organized by Finnish Society for
Thematic Philately. Both MOTIVA 1998 and MOTIVA 2003
showed dozens of exhibits.

For thematic philately, we have at the moment two FIP
accredited jurors, four national jurors and three jury apprentices.
A most important concern has recently rised in Finland:
do we have enough of newcomers in the field of
(thematic) philately? Several advanced collectors have
reached their two national golds, and are qualified - according to Finnish regulations – to compete nationally in
Championship Class only. Partly the situation is caused by
a relative wide interest in open class philately. However,
we should reach more newcomers interested in proper
thematic collecting.
For that reason, several thematic seminars and courses
have been arranged over the country, including training to
use computers and web-auctions. We have also some
thematic orientated stamp shops and auctions. The Finnish
language handbook Aihefilatelistin käsikirja, by Pentti Anttila, was published in 1986. It is twenty years old now,
out-of-date in many details, and should be re-written in
the near future.
Thanks to editor-in-chief Jari Majander, our Finnish language magazine Aihefilatelisti contains much of useful information and is important especially to collectors, who cannot participate in the Society’s regular meetings in Helsinki. Aihefilatelisti appears four times per year.
Jukka Mäkinen
----Essays and proofs are close to
every thematic philatelist. But
finding Finnish essays or proofs
is extremely difficult. Most of
them are placed in the Postal
Museum of Finland. Here is
shown a Finnish rarity, which
belongs to the 1952 special set of
type 1930 postal stationery. It is
an essay for the Turku Cathedral
topic, showing a picture of the
building affixed on the card. The
approved Turku stationery differs radically from this essay,
and indeed, none of the Finnish
stationery bears a woodcutter
stamp imprint shown on this
item.

